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Abstract 
The aims of this study were to investigate the differences in responses for varied self-control ex-
periment paradigms, and to explain these differences on the basis of social cognitive semantic 
conflicts and social cognitive reaction conflicts. Using two mixed experimental designs, the study 
incorporated the stop signal and single-attribute implicit association test paradigms into a self- 
control experiment paradigm to investigate self constructs. Social cognitive semantic conflicts and 
social cognitive reaction conflicts were significant at 250 - 300 ms post-stimulus. According to dif-
ferent genders, self-control mechanism has universal significance. 
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1. Introduction 
In the study of the self-control experiment, some researchers use pure cognitive materials as experiment materi-
als. Many of the issues we encounter in daily life are endowed with social significance, and most are self-related 
stimulations. Conducting a control study lacking in social significance considerably diminishes the breadth and 
depth of the study. Only a few investigations on the self in relation to social cognitive conflicts have been con-
ducted. The original self monitoring and self-control theory or model (such as the model of self-control strength) 
failed to consider the conflict of social cognitive level. 
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1.1. Mechanism of Self-Control 
The self has been one of the most extensively researched themes in psychology. However, self-control is more 
important in self study. Self-control refers to an individual’s ability to stay committed to goals by suppressing 
the urge to opt for tempting alternatives, even if these alternatives are based on the self-related need structure 
(Kuhl, 1996). Self-control helps a person pursue high-priority goals that are not embedded in the personal need 
structure (Kehr, Bles, & Rosenstiel, 1999). Experimental studies on the self also contribute to existing literature. 
For example, research has shown that inhibitions play an important role in cognition, as well as in controlling 
social and emotional behaviour (Bjorklund & Harnishfeger, 1995). Social cognitive semantic conflicts and so-
cial cognitive reaction conflicts are closely related to executive control. Executive control is typically presumed 
to facilitate optimal functioning by fuelling actions necessary to override or otherwise change maladaptive ten-
dencies (Baumeister, Heatherton, & Tice, 1994). Several researchers have introduced different views on the ar-
chitecture of the executive control system. Processing syntactically difficult sentences accounts for a lengthier 
executive control process than that observed in processing the simple counterparts of the sentences. This phe-
nomenon prevents refreshing the memory traces of digits, so that these traces more rapidly decay, thereby 
worsening recall (Loncke, Desmet, Vandierendonck, & Hartsuiker, 2011). Loncke et al. supported their predic-
tion that executive control is associated with the ability of romantically involved individuals to stay faithful 
(Pronk, Karremans, & Wigboldus, 2011). Shuster examined the relationship between five experimental inhibi-
tion tasks (Shuster & Toplak, 2009). To explore the temporal course of neural activity that underlies deception, 
Shuster recorded event-related potential (ERPs) whilst participants were performing a Differentiation of Decep-
tion Paradigm (DDP) task for self and other-referential information (Hua et al., 2011).  

1.2. Study of Self-Control Experiment Paradigms 
From the perspective of self, we selected two typical but different self-control paradigms. The stop signal task 
(SST), and single-attribute implicit association test (SA-IAT) paradigms were used to investigate self experi-
ment constructs on the basis of what we refer to as social cognitive semantic conflicts and social cognitive reac-
tion conflicts. Conflicts refer to individual explicit or implicit psychological state of struggle. In social cognitive 
phenomena, the former pertains to conflicts that result from the misunderstanding of words, whereas the latter 
refers to conflicts that arise from behaviour. 

The stop signal paradigm and implicit association test (IAT) have been used in research on the self. Liu estab-
lished an ideal animal model for studying the etiology and underlying neurobiology of cocaine-induced impulse 
control and performance-monitoring deficits (Liu et al., 2009). Impairments in motor inhibition were observed 
in patients with obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD), but no differences between the motor response perform-
ance of patients and controls were found. OCD patients with and without depression did not differ in terms of 
task performance measures, although significant differences were found in all self-reported measures (Morein- 
Zamir et al., 2010). As discussed by Levina et al. (2011), accumulating evidence suggests that prepulse inhibi-
tion deficits may be correlated with impairments in social cognition (i.e. the ability to construct a representation 
about others, oneself, and the relationship between others and oneself). Senderecka used the stop signal para-
digm to determine whether deficient inhibitory control distinguishes children diagnosed with the combined type 
of attention deficit hyperactivity disorder from normally developing children, matched for age and gender 
(Senderecka et al., 2012). The Extrinsic Affective Simon Task (EAST) showed low internal consistencies and 
correlated neither with the IATs nor with the direct measures. The low reliability of the EAST was discussed, 
and general conclusions regarding the indirect assessment of the personality self-concept through EASTs were 
derived (Teige et al., 2004). Researchers found higher implicit and explicit anxiety in socially anxious partici-
pants (compared with controls) before treatment, and reductions in the IAT-Anxiety and SPAI scores of socially 
anxious participants after treatment (Gamer et al., 2008). A study suggests that IATs can be used to validly as-
sess the semantic aspect of trait self-concepts and self-representations (Schnabel, Asendorpf, & Greenwald, 
2008). A study revealed positive self-representations in both Japanese and Canadian participants, Japanese par-
ticipants were found to have significantly lower implicit self-esteem than do Canadians (Szeto, 2009). Scholars 
explored the psychometric properties of the IAT when it is used in assessing two personality traits within one 
sample. The implications for the assessment of multiple implicit personality self-concept dimensions were dis-
cussed (Konrad et al., 2006a, 2006b). The nonspecific other category in the self-esteem IAT is near neutral in 
valence (Pinter & Greenwald, 2005). A new chronometric procedure, the Implicit Association Procedure, was 
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adapted to assess the implicit personality self-concept of shyness (Konrad et al., 2006a, 2006b). Greenwald used 
the IAT to measure self-esteem and self-concept (Greenwald & Farnham, 2000). 

Many researchers conduct the study of self-control phenomenon. However, the studies lack of self-control 
mechanism; the studies failed to use social cognitive conflict perspective of Self-control phenomenon; experi-
mental materials of the studies use more the pure cognitive materials; the original self monitoring and 
self-control theory or model failed to consider the conflict of social cognitive level. 

1.3. Current Study 
The model of self-control strength has revealed that it may be effective to promote self-control. The executive 
component of self (especially, inhibition) depends on a limited, consumable resource (Muraven & Baumeister, 
2000). To fill the gap, the aims of the study were to investigate the differences in responses in varied self ex-
periment paradigms, and to explain these differences on the basis of social cognitive semantic conflicts and so-
cial cognitive reaction conflicts.  

The specific contents of the experiment materials in previous studies were related primarily to individual 
character adjectives. Thus, the materials lacked true self-significance in social reality. In the current work, we 
expanded the materials to include personal name and personal attributes. Social cognitive semantic conflicts and 
social cognitive reaction conflicts are useful in explaining the practical significance of the self. In social cogni-
tion, social cognitive semantic conflicts pertain to those that result from the misunderstanding of words, whereas 
social cognitive reaction conflicts refer to those that stem from behaviour. The cognition of number about the 
self falls under social cognition but differs from pure digital cognition. Take age for example. Compared with its 
significance as a number, its social significance may be more important. When social information on the self is 
involved, our responses are either social cognitive semantic conflicts or social cognitive reaction conflicts. A 
more in-depth research on the self was conducted (mechanism of self-control based on social cognitive con-
flicts). We formulated the following hypotheses: H1: Stop signals played an important role in mechanism of 
self-control. H2: Task types played an important role in mechanism of self-control. H3: Social cognitive seman-
tic conflicts and social cognitive reaction conflicts were significant at 300 ms post-stimulus. H4: According to 
different genders, self-control mechanism has universal significance. 

2. Experiment 1: Social Cognitive Reaction Conflicts (SST Paradigm) 
2.1. Participants 
Twenty-five college students between the ages of 17 and 22 (M = 19.2 years, 15 women and 10 men) partici-
pated in the experiment. One additional participant was tested but excluded from the final analyses because he 
failed to meet the criteria (More than 10% error rate). All the participants are right-handed and have normal or 
corrected-to-normal vision. 

2.2. Materials 
The materials contained self information, related non-self information, and general non-self information. Self in-
formation included individual name, individual characteristics, individual major (discipline), individual profession 
of interest, and related words. Related non-self information included roommates’ name, roommates’ characteristics, 
profession in popular industries, and related words. Unfamiliar names, non-self characteristics, unpopular or emerg-
ing professions, and related words made up general non-self information. All the experiment materials were pre-
sented through the DMDX stimulus presentation system (http://www.u.arizona.edu/”jforster/dmdx/DMDX.ZIP). 
Visual angle is 0.97˚ for material. Distance to the screen was 60 cm.  

2.3. Design 
The research was a 2 (gender: male vs. female) × 3 (degree of information pairing: self information vs. general 
non-self information vs. related non-self information) × 3 (the time at which stop signals appeared: 250 ms vs. 
500 ms vs. 750 ms) mixed experimental design. Gender was a between-group variable; degree of information 
pairing and the time at which stop signals appeared were within-group variables. The dependent variable was 
Reaction Time (RT). Data with accuracies of less than 90% were excluded. In the experiment, we controlled the 
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non-self information so that it accords with the level of the self. Some sophomores were selected as subjects for 
comparison.  

2.4. Procedure 
Psychological research on the self-related information of all the subjects was carried out to ensure the accuracy 
of information classification. In the campus, the study had a large range of psychological questionnaire survey. 
The survey mainly involved name, individual characteristics, individual major, roommates' names, good friends' 
characteristics etc. According to the results of questionnaire, the study made the test material. A month later, the 
experimenter invited some students have been participated in the questionnaire survey to participate in the ex-
periments. The individual characteristic in experimental materials obtained by subject generation method. Pro-
fessional or technical name come from the undergraduate professional directory and new undergraduate course 
list nearly three years of the national ministry of education. Self information, general non-self information, and re-
lated non-self information in experimental material must guarantee agreement with participants’ information. That 
is, reaction to the test, experimental material must be part of self information, part of general non-self information, 
or part of related non-self information. All the characters numbers of vocabulary were controlled in 3 - 5.  

All the experiment materials were presented through the DMDX stimulus presentation system, which includes 
9 subsystems with the same test frequency of 20. The subjects were seated 70 cm away from the computer 
screen, whose background was black. When a tip-stimulated red “+” appeared, the subjects were instructed to 
focus on the screen. The “+” stimulus appeared 500 ms. Without stop signals, each stimulus was presented for 
1000 ms. The participants were asked to respond by pressing the right arrow key within 1000 ms using index 
finger, inter stimulus interval is 2000 ms; otherwise, the system ran the next experiment. A stop signal (i.e. a red 
☆ word) appeared on 250 ms, 500 ms or 750 ms after the test stimulus had been presented. The stop signal was 
also presented for a duration of 500 ms. Participants didn’t need any response when see the stop signal. The 
probability that stop signals will appear was 50%. RT was automatically recorded.  

2.5. Results 
The results showed that the degree of information pairing (F(2, 46) = 2.17, p > 0.05) and gender (F(1, 23)= 0.24, 
p > 0.05) had no significant effect, whereas the stop signals had a significant effect (F(2, 46) = 48.25, p < 0.001, 
Partial η2 = 0.68) on RT in the SST paradigm. The interaction between degree of information pairing and time at 
which the stop signals appeared also exhibited a significant effect (F (4, 92) = 9.48, p < 0.001, partial η2 = 0.29). 
Difference amongst the three time levels (250, 500, and 750 ms) was also found (p < 0.001). The RT at 750 ms 
was the longest, and that at 500 ms was longer than that at 250 ms. In the analysis of simple effects, those of de-
gree of information pairing were significant at 250 ms (p ≤ 0.001), but nonsignificant at 500 ms (p > 0.05) and 
750 ms (p > 0.05) (Figure 1). 

3. Experiment 2: Social Cognitive Semantic Conflicts (SA-IAT Paradigm) 
3.1. Participants 
Twenty-three college students between the ages of 19 and 23 (M = 19.8 years, 10 women and 13 men) partici-
pated in this experiment. Four additional participants were tested but excluded from the final analyses because 
they failed to satisfy the criteria (more than 10% error rate). All the participants are right-handed and had normal 
or corrected-to-normal vision. 

3.2. Design 
The research was a 2 (gender: male vs. female) × 3 (degree of information pairing: self information vs. general 
non-self information vs. related non-self information) × 2 (task type: initial joint task vs. reverse joint task) 
mixed experimental design. Gender was a between-group variable; degree of information pairing and task type 
were within-group variables. The dependent variable was RT.  

3.3. Materials 
The materials contained self information, related non-self information, and general non-self information. All the  
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Figure 1. The interaction between degree of information pairing and time at which the stop signals appeared. 

 
experiment materials were presented via the DMDX stimulus presentation system. The sizes of the stimulus 
materials had default values. The experiment materials were presented by matching concept words and attribute 
words. The concept words included self words and other words, including “I”, “oneself”, “their own”, “he”, and 
“others”. The attribute words included “self information”, “related non-self information”, and “general non-self 
information”. The concept words were matched with the attribute words to create words such as “I-cheerful”, 
“he-cheerful”, and other similar combinations. All the experiment materials were presented through the DMDX 
stimulus presentation system. Visual angle is 0.97˚ for material. Distance to the screen was 60 cm. 

3.4. Procedure 
A psychological survey was conducted to validate the classification of self information, related non-self infor-
mation, and general non-self information. The experiment materials included 13 subsystems with the same test 
frequency of 20. During the task identification stage, self words and other words were randomly presented. 
Subjects were instructed to press the right arrow key (→) when a self word appeared and the left arrow key (←) 
when other words were presented. The RT was automatically recorded. After a minute’s rest, initial joint task 1 
(practice) was started. Self words and other words—general non-self information were randomly presented. 
When a self word was shown, the participants were asked to press the right shift key; when other words—gen- 
eral non-self information appeared, the participants were asked to press the left arrow key. Initial joint task 1 
(official) was then initiated after a minute of rest. Self words and other words—general non-self information 
were randomly presented. When a self word was shown, the subjects were asked to press the right shift key; 
when other words—general non-self information appeared, the participants were asked to press the left arrow 
key. The RT was automatically recorded. After two minutes of rest, we initiated reverse joint task 1 (practice). 
Self words—general non-self information and other words were also randomly displayed. When self words— 
general non-self information appeared, the subjects were asked to respond by pressing the right arrow key; when 
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other words appeared, the subjects were asked to respond by pressing the left arrow key. Reverse joint task 1 
(official) was then initiated. Similarly, self words—general non-self information and other words were randomly 
displayed. When self words—general non-self information appeared, the participants were asked to press the 
right arrow key; when other words appeared, the participants were asked to press the left arrow key. The RT was 
automatically recorded. After two minutes of rest, we conducted the next experiment system. The practice and 
formal initial joint test and practice and formal reverse joint test operations were repeated. The experiment was 
conducted to generate results for all the components of related non-self information and general non-self infor-
mation. Each stimulus was presented for 1000 ms. The participants were asked to respond within 1000 ms, inter 
stimulus interval is 2000 ms. The RT was automatically recorded.  

3.5. Results 
The results showed that degree of information pairing in the SA-IAT paradigm had a significant effect on the 
reaction (F(2, 42) = 3.46, p < 0.05, partial η2 = 0.14). By contrast, task type (F(1, 21) = 1.60, p > 0.05) and gen-
der (F(1, 21) = .01, p > 0.05) had no significant effects. The interaction amongst degree of information pairing, 
task type, and gender was significant (F(2, 42) = 4.96, p < 0.05, partial η2 = 0.19). The post hoc test showed that 
amongst the three levels of degree of information pairing (self information, related non-self information, general 
non-self information), the difference between self information and general non-self information was significant 
(p < 0.01). Moreover, the RT for general non-self information was longer than did the RT for self information. 
The simple effect of degree of information pairing was significant at the initial level (p < 0.01) and nonsignifi-
cant at the reverse level (p > 0.05). For the female participants, the simple effect was nonsignificant in all levels 
of degree of information pairing (p > 0.05). For the male subjects, the simple effect was significant in all levels 
of degree of information pairing (p ≤ 0.01) (Figure 2). 

4. Discussion 
4.1. Mechanism of Self-Control 
Social cognitive semantic conflicts and social cognitive reaction conflicts are possibly mechanisms of self-control. 
In these two types of conflicts, the goals of the specific experiments were attained. However, these conflicts 
were joined in the experiments, thereby suppressing participant responses. Social cognitive conflicts cannot be 
categorised under the personal need structure; they can only be transformed into self-control mechanisms, a 
contention that requires further study. 

Experimental studies on the self also contribute to existing literature. For example, research has shown that 
inhibitions play an important role in cognition, as well as in controlling social and emotional behaviour 
(Bjorklund & Harnishfeger, 1995). Social cognitive semantic conflicts and social cognitive reaction conflicts are 
closely related to executive control. Executive control is typically presumed to facilitate optimal functioning by 
fuelling actions necessary to override or otherwise change maladaptive tendencies (Baumeister, Heatherton, & 
Tice, 1994). Several researchers have introduced different views on the architecture of the executive control 
system. Processing syntactically difficult sentences accounts for a lengthier executive control process than that 
observed in processing the simple counterparts of the sentences. This phenomenon prevents refreshing the 
memory traces of digits, so that these traces more rapidly decay, thereby worsening recall (Loncke, Desmet, 
Vandierendonck, & Hartsuiker, 2011). Loncke et al. supported their prediction that executive control is associ-
ated with the ability of romantically involved individuals to stay faithful (Pronk, Karremans, & Wigboldus, 
2011). Shuster examined the relationship between five experimental inhibition tasks (Shuster & Toplak, 2009). 
To explore the temporal course of neural activity that underlies deception, Shuster recorded ERPs whilst par-
ticipants were performing a DDP task for self and other-referential information (Hua et al., 2011).  

Social cognitive semantic conflicts and social cognitive reaction conflicts are related to the capacity for ex-
ecutive control. The first individual reaction in the SST paradigm is a type of social cognitive reaction conflict 
affected by the physical significance of the stimulus. With increasing time, however, the social cognitive seman-
tic conflicts and social cognitive reaction conflicts linked them. The information on the individual self showed 
that social cognitive semantic conflicts and social cognitive reaction conflicts were balanced at 250 - 300 ms in 
the SA-IAT paradigm. Within working memory, the hands and brain functioned in a competitive manner in the 
central executive system. Social cognitive semantic conflicts are classified under top-down processing, whereas 
social cognitive reaction conflicts are categorised under bottom-up processing. To achieve good scores, indi-
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viduals should be able to automatically switch between social cognitive semantic conflicts and social cognitive 
reaction conflicts. Overcoming the obstacles to understanding words and barriers to timely hand reaction neces-
sitates controlling the situation to achieve balance. 

 

 
Figure 2. The interaction amongst degree of information pairing, task type, and gender. 
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4.2. Social Cognitive Reaction Conflicts in the SST Paradigm 
In the SST paradigm, the time at which the stop signals appeared affected the RT for self information; the RT at 
250 ms level was the shortest. That is, at 250 ms up to the time accurate results were obtained, the RT for the 
three kinds of information was the shortest. The cognition of number about the self falls under social cognition 
but is different from digital cognition. The reaction to general information may be related to cognitive semantic 
conflicts and cognitive reaction conflicts. Our responses to social information on the self should be either social 
cognitive semantic conflicts or social cognitive reactions conflicts. From a researcher’s point of view, the iden-
tity of self-matching is related to social cognitive problems. Social cognitive conflicts can be divided into social 
cognitive semantic conflicts and social cognitive reaction conflicts. In the SST paradigm, we symbolized stop 
signals as only a kind of physical stimulation. The first individual reaction in the SST paradigm is a kind of so-
cial cognitive reaction conflict affected by the physical significance of the stimulus; that is, external activities. 
With increasing time, however, a rising number of individual reactions were affected by internal self-schemata. 
Ideas related to self-understanding increased and linked by social cognitive semantic conflicts and social cogni-
tive reaction conflicts.  

4.3. Social Cognitive Semantic Conflicts in the SA-IAT Paradigm 
Before treatment, implicit self-anxiety associations are stronger in socially anxious participants than in a control 
group of non-anxious individuals. Furthermore, cognitive-behavioural therapy for social anxiety is associated 
with reduced implicit self-anxiety associations (Gamer et al., 2008). The results of those studies showed that the 
IAT is suitable for assessing specific semantic self-associations that cannot be interpreted as indicators of im-
plicit self-esteem (Schnabel, Asendorpf, & Greenwald, 2008). In the SA-IAT paradigm, the experimental pro-
gramme revealed that the individual reaction was based primarily on social cognitive semantic conflicts. This 
experiment was conducted without a guiding process involving physical stimulation; stimulation was related di-
rectly to the self. Moreover, the RT for general non-self information was longer than that for self-information. 
Implicit self-matching was faster than implicit non-self-matching. The analysis of the simple effect showed that 
the simple effect of degree of information pairing was remarkable at the initial level (initial joint task 1); self 
words and other self information words were randomly shown. When a self word and other self information 
words were shown, the subjects pressed the right shift key and left arrow key, respectively. For the male subjects, 
the simple effect was notable in all levels of degree of information pairing. The statistical graph shows that at 
the initial level, the RT of the males for self information was considerably shorter than that for related non-self 
information and general non-self information. When self factors were involved, the social cognitive semantic 
conflicts and social cognitive reaction conflicts of males decreased, and the inclination towards social informa-
tion on the self strengthened. At the reverse level, the practice effect was more likely to offset the various dif-
ferences between the self materials. Additionally, the self-reference effect was related more strongly to cognitive 
memory. Social cognitive semantic conflicts were also related to the self-reference effect. The self information, 
related non-self information, and general non-self information were matched, including information in cognitive 
memory. The memory of the self-reference effect reinforced the time spent in task processing; hence, the gen-
eral non-self information referred to self information, reasoning, and memory transmission, which extended the 
RT. 

4.4. Social Cognitive Semantic Conflicts and Social Cognitive Reaction Conflicts at  
250 - 300 ms 

At 250 ms, self or non-self constructs that involved relevant social cognitive semantic conflicts and social cog-
nitive reaction conflicts exhibited the least significant effect, and reached a temporary balance in the SST para-
digm. Furthermore, at 250 ms, the RT for self-matched information is shorter than that for general non-self in-
formation and related non-self information because the 250 ms signal is significant in the recognition of 
matched self-information. Motor inhibition impairments were observed in OCD patients, whereas no difference 
in the motor response performance of patients and controls was found. Switching to a new response rather than 
motor inhibition was affected by stimulus relevant to the OCD patients (Morein-Zamir et al., 2010). For children 
with ADHD, terminating response is easier in conflict conditions than in consistent conditions at SOA of 250 
and 400 ms (Wang et al., 2005). The current work showed the significance of the appearance of stop signals at 
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around 250 ms in a more detailed manner. The time at which the stop signals appeared may be a result of the 
matching of self-information (e.g. individual profession). The social cognitive semantic conflicts and social 
cognitive reaction conflicts were minimised. In the SA-IAT paradigm, the subjects attempted to register a re-
sponse reflecting two self attributes: the RT at 500 and 600 ms. The information on the individual self showed 
that the social cognitive semantic conflicts and social cognitive reaction conflicts were balanced at 250 - 300 ms. 

4.5. Research Limitations and Future Studies 
Although our findings support our hypotheses, other features of the visual self may have influenced the results. 
One factor may be participant selection; another is the contention in cognitive neuroscience that social cognitive 
semantic conflicts and social cognitive reaction conflicts are balanced at 250 - 300 ms. The researchers need to 
validate the study by new paradigms. The study needs to check following results through cognitive neuroscience 
method. Social cognitive semantic conflicts and social cognitive reaction conflicts were significant at 250 - 300 
ms post-stimulus. The study can reform material and experimental design by using augmented reality technol-
ogy to improve the ecological validity. 
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